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Summary
Influenza causes significant morbidity and mortality in children. This study’s objectives were to
describe influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 during the pandemic, to compare it with circulating influenza
in 2010/2011, and to identify risk factors for severe influenza defined as requiring admission to
a paediatric intensive care unit (PICU). Children hospitalized with influenza during the pandemic
were older, and more likely to have received antiviral therapy (AVT) than children hospitalized
during the 2010/2011 season. In 2010/2011, only one child admitted to PICU with underlying
medical conditions had been vaccinated. The risk of severe illness in the pandemic was higher
in females and those with underlying conditions. In 2010/2011, infection with influenza
A(H1N1)pdm09 as opposed to other influenza viruses was a significant risk factor for severe
disease. An incremental relationship was found between the number of underlying conditions
and PICU admission. These findings highlight the importance of improving low vaccination
uptake and increasing the use of antivirals in vulnerable children.
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Introduction
In April 2009, a novel influenza virus, influenza A(H1N1)pdm09, was identified in Mexico and
the United States (US), and spread worldwide to become the first pandemic of the 21 st century
[1]. The estimated global death toll was more than 284,000, and the cumulative symptomatic
attack rate was highest in children aged 0-17 years, ranging from 4-33% [2]. The number of
paediatric deaths in children in the US was four times that recorded in the previous five
influenza seasons [3]. Children with underlying metabolic and neurological conditions were
identified as being at highest risk for severe complications [4].
In Ireland, two waves of influenza activity occurred between April 2009 and May 2011: one
wave during the pandemic period (2009/2010) and one post pandemic wave in the 2010/2011
season. The first wave began in July and August 2009, 14 weeks after the first case of influenza
A(H1N1)pdm09 was confirmed in Ireland in May 2009. This wave began with relatively low
levels of influenza activity, with sentinel GP influenza-like illness (ILI) consultation rates
increasing above baseline levels between mid-July and August 2009. During this initial increase
in activity, the majority of cases were amongst teenagers associated with outbreaks in
residential summer language camps. The Irish school holidays in July and August may have
limited further spread among children and thus hospitalisations in children during this time.
Influenza activity increased significantly with the return to school in September 2009 and
peaked during mid-October 2009. During this pandemic wave the peak age specific ILI rates
occurred in children aged 5-9 and 10-14 years in mid-October 2009. The post pandemic wave
occurred between December 2010 and February 2011 and was characterized by a short sharp
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rise and fall in influenza activity. This wave was associated with higher numbers of critical care
admissions and influenza-associated deaths.
In Ireland, during the pandemic period, antiviral therapy was recommended for all children with
influenza-like illness (ILI) who were either: less than five years of age, or hospitalized with their
illness, or with underlying predisposing medical conditions. This advice continued during the
2010/2011 season, and was actively promoted via guidelines and clinical algorithms provided to
General Practitioners (GPs) and Emergency Departments.
Pandemic vaccination became available in early November 2009. Initially children in risk groups
defined by the National Immunisation Advisory Committee (NIAC), and those under five years
of age were vaccinated. Subsequently all other children were offered vaccination in schools,
clinics or general practice settings [5]. During the 2010/2011 influenza season, vaccination was
recommended for children in the NIAC risk groups. The risk groups were expanded in the
2010/2011 season to include children with any condition that could compromise respiratory
function (e.g. spinal cord injury, seizure disorder, or other neuromuscular disorder) especially
those attending schools/day centres for children with intellectual and/or physical disabilities.
International papers have compared A(H1N1)pdm09 in children with previous seasonal
influenza viruses, and found that influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 affected an older age group and
those with a history of asthma and chronic disease, particularly neurological and metabolic
conditions [6-8]. There is however limited literature comparing the A(H1N1)pdm09 pandemic
with the subsequent 2010/2011 influenza season [9-11].
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The objectives of this paper are to describe influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 in hospitalized children
during the pandemic in Ireland and compare it to circulating influenza viruses during the
2010/2011 season; and to identify risk factors for severe influenza in children, defined as
admission to a Paediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU).
Methods
Data collection
In April 2009, enhanced surveillance was undertaken on all cases of confirmed influenza
A(H1N1)pdm09 in children 14 years and younger deemed to require admission to hospital for
management of their condition. All laboratory confirmed cases of influenza in Ireland were
notified to Regional Departments of Public Health, and for each case notified, they established
whether the person had been hospitalized. Regional Departments of Public Health or the
treating hospital clinician completed the enhanced surveillance form on hospitalized cases.
Data collected included demographic details, pre-morbid medical conditions, antiviral therapy,
length of hospital stay (LOS), admission to PICU, and outcome [12]. Data were checked by
Departments of Public Health for completeness and cases identified with missing or
inconsistent data were followed up and the information was corrected. Surveillance and
laboratory information was entered into the Irish Computerized Infectious Disease Reporting
system (CIDR). For those children admitted to PICU, intensive care staff completed an additional
form on admission and discharge from PICU. This included information on medical
interventions, complications and clinical outcome while in PICU.
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Epidemiological studies and study period
Influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 cases by time, place, and person were described. A retrospective
cohort study was conducted to identify risk factors for admission to a Pediatric Intensive Care
Unit (PICU).
Two study periods were compared and analysed; the pandemic (week 17 2009 to week 32
2010) and the 2010/2011 influenza season (week 40 2010 to week 20 2011).

Laboratory methods
Ireland’s Health Service Executive (HSE) recommended that all children admitted to hospital
with ILI be tested for influenza. The majority (84.2%) of specimens were tested at the National
Virus Reference Laboratory for influenza A and B using multiplex RT-PCR [13]. Influenza A
positive specimens were further sub-typed using multiplex RT-PCR. A small percentage (15.8%)
of samples were tested in three other sites, using either in-house real time reverse transcription
RT-PCR assays, or Prodesse ProFluTM+ and Prodesse ProFAST+; or an in-house uniplex system
for influenza A. A small proportion of influenza A positive specimens were not subtyped
(23/665, 3.4%).

Analysis of Data
Confirmed influenza age specific hospitalization rates per 100,000 population were calculated.
Population data were taken from the Irish 2011 census.
Descriptive, univariate and multivariable analyses were conducted using SPSS® (SPSS Inc)
version 16.0 and STATA version 12.0. In the univariate analysis we calculated proportions,
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means and medians for each study period. We used Student’s t test to analyse differences in
normally distributed continuous variables and non-parametric Mann-Whitney and KruskalWallis methods for comparison of skewed data. The X2 or Fisher’s exact test were used to
compare categorical variables between groups. For the multivariable analysis we used a Loglinear model with log link function and a Poisson distribution to obtain adjusted risk ratios. We
performed two different models: one to assess risk factors for being admitted to PICU during
each period separately, and the second to look at the effect of the number of medical
conditions on the risk of admission to PICU for both study periods. Age, gender and any
variables with p values less than 0.25 in the univariate analysis were added to the model and a
backward variable selection procedure was used for both models [14]. Non-typed and
H3N2influenza A were excluded from the model and the use of antiviral therapy (AVT) was not
included, as we did not have information on timing of use.

Ethical approval
Ethical approval was not required for the collection of these data, as it was part of national
surveillance conducted under the Infectious Disease Regulations, 1981 as amended [15].

Results
Age specific hospitalization, PICU and mortality data
Table 1 provides age specific hospitalization, PICU and mortality rates per 100,000 population
for each season. Overall, the age specific hospitalisation and PICU rates decreased with
7

increasing age, in each period. There was a shift in the age specific hospitalization and PICU
admission rates to the younger age group (< one year) during the 2010/2011 season.

Descriptive analysis
Table 2 compares the pandemic period and the 2010/2011 influenza season in hospitalized
children. Children hospitalized with confirmed influenza during the pandemic period were older
and were treated more frequently with AVT compared to those in the 2010/2011 season. There
was no significant difference in the likelihood of treatment with AVT by age during the
pandemic period. However, during the 2010/2011 period (using the <1 age stratum as the
reference), only children aged 10-14 were 1.6 times more likely to receive AVT (p=0.034;
95%CI= 1.09-2.35).
There was a significant association between increasing age and the presence of underlying
medical conditions in both the pandemic and the 2010/2011 season (Table 3).
Vaccination status was only available for PICU admissions during the 2010/2011 influenza
season. Information on vaccine uptake was not available for the hospitalized population in
general. In the 2010/2011 season, of the 14 children admitted to ICU, 11 were over six months
of age. Of these 11, eight had underlying medical conditions, and therefore were in risk groups
for seasonal flu vaccination. Only one (12.5%) of these children had been vaccinated. This child
had also not received pandemic vaccination. Six of the 11 children had also been eligible for
pandemic vaccination. In the six children aged two years or more at onset of illness during the
2010/2011 season, three (50%) of them had received pandemic vaccine.
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PICU clinical course and outcome
In the analysis of all children admitted to PICU in both study periods; 29 (76.3%) underwent
mechanical ventilation, 19 (51%) had Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) and two
(5.6%) had acute kidney injury. Complications included primary influenza viral pneumonia in 29
(80.6%), secondary bacterial pneumonia in eight (22.2%) and sepsis/multiorgan failure in four
(11.1%). No child required Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation (ECMO) and no child
developed myocarditis or encephalitis. The median length of stay (LOS) in PICU was seven days,
and three (8.6%) of patients admitted to PICU died. There was no significant difference in the
clinical course and outcome between children with and without underlying risk factors.

Effect of the number of medical conditions on risk of admission to PICU
Both univariate and multivariable analysis showed that the risk of being admitted to PICU
increased with the number of underlying conditions present (Table 4). After adjustment by age
and gender, the risk of being admitted to PICU during the pandemic period was 4.8, 10.91 and
73.12 times higher in children that had one, two, and three or more medical conditions,
respectively. The increase in risk with the number of underlying conditions present was similar
in the 2010/2011 season.

Risk of admission to PICU
Table 5, shows that during the pandemic, the risk of admission to PICU was lower in males and
higher in those with respiratory conditions/asthma, heart conditions, immunological or renal
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conditions. Some of the numbers affected with these conditions were however quite small. Age
was not a risk for PICU admission during the pandemic. In the 2010/2011 influenza season,
influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 emerged as a risk factor for admission to PICU, with the risk of PICU
admission being 7 times higher with A(H1N1)pdm09 than with other flu strains. The majority of
these were influenza B (Table 2). The risk of admission was also raised in those with
neurological or metabolic conditions. There was no increased risk associated with age or
gender.

Discussion
This is the first detailed comparison of influenza during the pandemic and the 2010/ 2011
season in hospitalized children in Ireland. As there is a national enhanced surveillance system in
place, age specific hospitalization, PICU, and mortality rates could be calculated.
In Ireland during the pandemic, children were affected disproportionately, with relative sparing
of the older population, similar to findings elsewhere [2]. The 2010/2011 influenza season was
shorter but more intense than the pandemic, with a slightly higher overall ILI rate and
significant pressure on adult intensive care units [16]. In children the age specific ILI rates were
much lower during the 2010/2011 season, but still higher than those recorded in influenza
seasons prior to the pandemic. The age specific hospitalization and PICU admission rates were
lower for all ages with the exception of children aged less than one year. The lower impact in
children during the 2010/2011 season may reflect the effect of interventions such as
vaccination, as well as exposure to A(H1N1)pdm09 in the paediatric population. Unfortunately
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there are no Irish sero-epidemiological data which could confirm this. In Ireland, pandemic
specific vaccination uptake was high in children; 61.5% in children aged 0-4 years and 53.1% in
those aged 5-14 years [17].
Our pandemic hospitalization data showed similarities with other countries: the median age
(five years) of children hospitalized was similar to that found in large studies in Canada and
Korea, but slightly lower than that found in Japan [18-20]. The proportion (34%) with underlying
medical conditions was lower than that seen in some countries, 43% in Germany, and 42% of
cases in Australia [5,21], but in line with or higher than other large population based studies
(32% in the US, 27.5% in Madrid and 22.4% in Korea) [6, 22-23].The proportion of hospitalized
children requiring PICU admission was low at five per cent when compared with that found in
Canada and Argentina at 16.8% and 19% respectively, but similar to Australia at 4.6%
[6,21,24,28]. It has been noted in previous analyses that Irish data are similar in demographics,
admission rates and bed occupancy to those in Australia and New Zealand [25]. However this
may also reflect different thresholds for admission to PICU. There were more males than
females hospitalized in Ireland during the pandemic, as was found in many other studies [19,
26, 27]. Length of hospital stay was similar during the pandemic and the 2010/2011 season, and
also similar to that found in other studies [4, 28].
The presence of medical conditions increased with age, apart from the older age group (10-14
years). This was also found in Germany by Altman in his study of children admitted to PICU, and
by Bettinger in Canada, who found that a third of hospitalized children aged less than two years
had at least one medical condition versus 72% in older children [18, 29].
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Significant differences were observed in the age of those hospitalized between both periods.
Post pandemic, hospitalized children were younger. In a sentinel surveillance system for severe
influenza in England, they also found that among hospitalized children, there was a shift away
from the 5- 14 year age group in the post pandemic season, and an increase in the rate of
hospitalization in children aged 0-4 years, with a trend of decreasing hospitalisation rates with
increasing age in both periods [9].
Other studies comparing pandemic influenza with previous seasons have found that children
admitted with influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 were older than those admitted with seasonal
influenza A in the years prior to the pandemic [3,7,8,25,31-33]. Apart from age, no other
differences were found in hospitalized and PICU cases during the pandemic and the 2010/2011
season. This was a similar finding to a Canadian study which also found no differences in the
proportions requiring PICU or in the mortality rates [28].
Unfortunately, we found an extremely low vaccination uptake among children at high risk in the
2010/2011 season. Only one child in PICU of those eligible for vaccination had been vaccinated.
A similar pattern was seen with fatal cases in the US during the 2010/2011 season [33]. Of 74
children who died aged six months or older, and in whom vaccination records were available,
39 had high risk conditions and only one third of these had been vaccinated.
Antivirals were used more frequently during the pandemic than in the 2010/2011 season. This
is of concern, as the same recommendations for use were made during both influenza seasons,
i.e. to treat all those sick enough to be hospitalized with antivirals. They were promoted
strongly to general practitioners, consultants in emergency medicine, and paediatricians. This
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has been found elsewhere too. In the US, the use of antivirals in hospitalized children also
dropped from 77% to 56% in the post pandemic season [34]. In our study, when use of
antivirals was compared by age group, an increase was seen in their use in those aged less than
five years of age in the 2010/2011 season versus the pandemic period, whereas in older
children, they were less used. This may reflect a welcome heightened awareness of the risk of
influenza in younger children, but points to the need to re-emphasize the benefits of antiviral
treatment in all hospitalized children. r.
We were able to identify and compare risk factors for admission to PICU with influenza during
the pandemic and the 2010/2011 season. During the pandemic, the risk of admission to PICU
was higher in female children, and in those with underlying medical conditions. This finding of
female predominance is in contrast to previous published studies showing male predominance
of severe disease associated with influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 [35-36]. This was not explained by a
higher incidence of medical conditions in girls. Age group was not a risk factor for PICU
admission. A comparison of pandemic with prior seasonal influenza showed similar findings [7].
During the 2010/2011 season the risk of admission to PICU was higher in those with influenza
A(H1N1)pdm09, and in those with underlying medical conditions, but was not higher in
females. In a study on seasonal influenza subtypes in children, it was found previously that
disease due to influenza A(H3N2) was significantly more severe than that due to influenza
A(H1N1) and influenza B [37]. Our findings provide evidence that disease due to influenza
A(H1N1)pdm09 is also more severe than that due to influenza B. We also demonstrated a clear
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incremental relationship between the number of underlying medical conditions and the risk of
PICU admission with influenza.
There were some limitations to this study. Not all hospitalized children with influenza might
have been clinically suspected or tested and identified, and so the true numbers may be
underrepresented. There were some limitations to the data collected. We were unable to
capture data on the timing of administration of antivirals, and so we were unable to assess
whether the use of antivirals affected risk of admission to PICU. The data on respiratory
conditions and asthma were not sufficiently detailed to allow us to separate them out into
discrete categories. The numbers overall in PICU were small, and this limited our analysis.

Conclusions and recommendations
In a large national population based surveillance system, the epidemiology of influenza
A(H1N1)pdm09 was described and contrasted with subsequent seasonal influenza. Risk factors
for severe illness among hospitalized children with influenza were identified, including the fact
that having influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 subtype is a risk factor for PICU admission.
The significantly increased risk of a serious episode of illness in those with underlying
conditions, and also the incremental relationship between the number of medical conditions
present and the risk of a severe episode present powerful evidence of the importance of
targeting vaccination programmes to children with complex underlying medical conditions.
These findings should be used to influence and encourage vaccination in these extremely
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vulnerable groups. The findings also reinforce the importance of using antivirals in these
children.
The use of antiviral therapy in all hospitalized children should also be promoted, with a focus
not only on young children, but also those over five years of age, give our findings.
This study demonstrates that the collaborative efforts of clinicians, intensivists, GPs, public
health and surveillance staff in surveillance activities can yield significant new information for
action and response.
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Table 1: Age specific, hospitalization Paediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU) admission and
mortality rates (per 100,000 population) for laboratory confirmed cases, by pandemic period
and 2010/2011 season, Ireland.

Years of

Hospitalized

In PICU

Influenza deaths

age
Pandemic

2010/2011

Pandemic

2010/2011

Pandemic

2010/2011

<1

93.9

98.1

5.5

8.3

0

0

1-4

58.5

41.2

4.2

2.1

0

0.7

5-9

47.4

16.5

1.6

0.3

0.6

0

10-14

31.7

12.6

1

0.3

0.3

0

Rate calculated using Central Statistics Office Population Census: 2011
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Table 2: Demographic characteristics, length of stay in hospital, outcome, and underlying
medical conditions in hospitalized children and children in Paediatric Intensive Care Units, by
period in Ireland
Total hospitalization (N=761)

Pandemic period
(n= 482)

2010/2011 influenza
season (n=279)

p

n (%)

n (%)

5 (0-14)

2 (0-14)

<0.001

71 (14.7)
163 (33.8)
152(31.5)
96 (19.9)

77 (27.6)
111 (39.8)
53 (19)
38 (13.6)

<0.001

Gender
Male
Female

291 (60.6)
189 (39.4)

150 (53.8)
129 (46.2)

Influenza type/subtype
A
A (H1N1)pdm09
A (H3)
B

NA
482 (100)
NA
NA

23 (8.2)
158 (56.6)
2 (0.7)
96 (34.4)

LOS
Mean
Median (Min-max)

4.15
2 (0-79)

4.15
3 (1-35)

0.99

Admitted to PICU

24 (5.0)

14 (5.0)

0.98

3 (0.6)

2 (0.7)

154 (33.6)

79 (34.5)

0.82

73 (18.6)

34 (16.2)

0.46

18 (4.6)
12 (3.1)
24 (6.2)
5 (1.3)
33 (6.8)

12 (5.8)
3 (1.4)
7 (3.3)
4 (2.0)
20 (7.2)

0.53
0.23
0.14
0.52
0.87

Age
Median (min-max)
Age group
<1
1-4
5-9
10-14
*

0.07

<0.001

†

Outcome
Death

‡

Presence of any medical
§
condition
Specific medical
condition
Respiratory and/or
Asthma
Heart
Metabolic
Immunological
Hepatic
Neurological

0.88
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Renal
Presence of medical
§
conditions
No medical condition
1 medical condition
2 medical conditions
≥ 3 medical conditions
On Antiviral treatment

ǁ

5 (1.3)

4 (2.0)

0.52

304 (66.4)
117 (25.5)
27 (5.9)
10 (2.2)

150 (65.5)
65 (28.4)
13 (5.7)
1 (0.4)

0.33

285 (67.7)

77 (38.9)

<0.001

*

n = 480 for total hospitalization in the pandemic period
n = 480 for total hospitalization in the pandemic period and n = 217 for total hospitalization in the 2010/2011
influenza season
‡
n = 378 for total hospitalization in the pandemic period and n = 277 for total hospitalization in the 2010/2011
influenza season
§
n = 458 for total hospitalization in the pandemic period and n = 228 for total hospitalization in the 2010/2011
influenza season
ǁ
n = 18 for in PICU in the pandemic period and n = 11 for in PICU in the 2010/2011 influenza season
NA: Not Applicable
†
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Table 3: Relationship between a) age and presence of underlying medical conditions, or b)
being on antiviral treatment, for all hospitalized children during the pandemic and 2010/2011
season, Ireland
Having any underlying
medical conditions (N=233)

Years
of age
<1
1-4
5-9
10-14

Pandemic
Period *
(n=154)
n
%

2010/2011
influenza season†
(n=79)
N
%

14
48
59
33

16
29
22
12

9.1
31.2
38.2
21.4

20.3
36.7
27.8
15.2

Received antiviral treatment (N=362)

Pandemic period
(n=285)
n
%
38
13.3

2010/2011
influenza season§
(n=77)
n
%
16
20.8

101
94
52

32
14
15

‡

p

0.04

35.4
33.0
18.2

41.6
18.2
19.5

P

0.06

*

the p value for differences of having medical conditions among age groups within the Pandemic period is p=0.02
the p value for differences of having medical conditions among age groups within the 2010/2011 influenza season is p=0.02
‡
the p value for differences of having received antiviral treatment among age groups within the Pandemic period is p=0.56
§
the p value for differences of having received antiviral treatment among age groups within the 2010/2011 influenza season is p=0.09
†
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Table 4: Univariate and multivariate analysis of the effect of the number of medical conditions on risk of admission to PICU, for
hospitalized children during the Pandemic and 2010/2011 season (n=687), Ireland.

Univariate
Pandemic period
(n=428)

Variable (Reference)

Medical Conditions (No
medical condition)
1 Medical Condition
2medical condition
≥ 3 medical condition

*

Multivariable*
2010/2011 season
(n=279)

2010/2011 season

Pandemic period

n

RR

P

95% CI

n

RR

P

95% CI

RR

117

1.20

0.676

0.56-2.82

65

1.40

0.53

0.049_4.02

4.79

27

3.19

0.021

1.17_8.68

13

6.65

0.001

2.41_18.35

10.91

10

26.88

<0.001

15.68-46.07

1

_

0.798

_

73.12

P

95% CI

0.010

1.45-15.91

0.001

2.83-42.11

<0.001

26.15-204.48

RR

P

95% CI

2.83

0.093

0.84-9.53

20.37

<0.001

7.29-56.82

-

<0.001

-

Adjusted by age and gender
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Table 5: Univariate and multivariate analysis of risk factors for PICU admission for hospitalized children, by period, Ireland.
Univariate

Multivariable

Pandemic period

2010/2011 season
Pandemic period

Variable

(N=428)

†

2010/2011 season

††

(N=279)

(Reference)
n

RR

P

95% CI

n

RR

P

95% CI

1-4

163

1.96

0.086

0.90-4.26

111

1.14

0.81

0.40-3.18

5-9

152

0.57

0.247

0.22-1.50

53

0.33

0.246

0.04-2.45

10-14

96

0.57

0.351

0.17-1.89

38

0.49

0.468

0.07-3.62

291

0.46

0.051

0.21-1.02

150

0.86

0.772

0.31-2.31

158

7.90

0.015

1.05-59.43

RR

P

95% CI

0.48

0.041

0.24-0.97

RR

P

95% CI

7.36

0.052

0.98-55.15

6.30

0.018

1.37-29.03

6.07

<0.001

2.39-15.43

Age (<1 year)

Gender (Male)
*

Influenza type
A(H1N1)pdm09
Medical
condition
Respiratory
and/or
Asthma
Heart

73

2.33

0.04

1.03-5.29

34

2.07

0.193

0.69-6.22

3.14

<0.001

1.66-5.96

4.08

0.001

1.72-9.66

18

4.36

0.003

1.66-11.50

12

4.43

0.010

1.42-13.80

Metabolic

12

11.18

<0.001

5.37-23.24

3

5.26

0.064

0.98-28.3

Immunological

24

5.37

<0.001

2.33-12.36

7

NA

0.472

NA

Liver

5

16.17

<0.001

8.70-30.05

4

NA

0.581

NA

Neurological

34

13.65

<0.001

6.48-28.77

20

3.8

0.012

1.31 – 11.01

Renal

5

3.48

0.18

0.58-21.05

4

NA

0.581

NA

*

†

9.90

<0.001

5.16-19.01

6.40

<0.001

0.02-0.09

Results only for the 2010/2011 influenza season, because the pandemic period had only had one type of Influenza
Variables taken out from the Log-linear model for the pandemic period were: age, metabolic, liver and neurological conditions

††

Variables taken out from the Log-linear model for the 2010/2011 season were: age, gender, respiratory and/or asthma, heart, metabolic, immunological and liver conditions
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